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Fontos tudnivalók


Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.



Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el.



Szótár nem használható.



Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható.



Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető, érdemes nyomtatott nagybetűt használni.



Az üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell beírni a válaszokat.



Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.



A megadott szószámot nem szabad túllépni. Az összevont alakok egy szónak
számítanak (pl. “it’s” egy szó, “it is” két szó).
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Task 1
Read the following article about an American boarding school, Deerfield Academy. Some
parts of the text are missing. Choose the most suitable part from the list (A-O) for each gap
(1-10) in the text. There are TWO EXTRA PARTS which you do NOT need to use. Write
your answers in the boxes after the text. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Deerfield Academy

Deerfield Academy, with its brick buildings, shining maple-trees, jacket and tie students and
powerful graduates, is the number one New England boarding school. Soon, (0) it will see its
reflection in an unlikely place, outside Madaba, Jordan .. Deerfield officials are helping to

establish King's Academy, the Middle East's first coeducational boarding school, at the request

of King Abdullah II of Jordan, who graduated from Deerfield in 1980.
The idea is to transfer the American-style boarding school to Jordan. The plan is to bring

the best of American education and create a school like no other in the region, one focused
on (1)............................. . The academy will have 600 students in grades 9 to 12, almost all from
the Middle East. Faculty members (2).......................... .
The academy and Deerfield will be independent of each other, but there are plans to start
an exchange program. Deerfield teachers (3)............................... . Like Deerfield, King's
Academy will have small classes, competitive athletics and family-style meals. English
(4)........................... .
Research showed an interest among rich Middle Easterners for a school like King's
Academy; only Turkey has a similar institution. Many parents (5)........................... . Academy
officials plan to find promising students in the region, including those in Palestinian refugee
camps and small villages.
Although the academy will have an American flavour, (6).............................. . All
freshmen will be required to take a year of religion, at least one semester will be centred on Islam.
The customary junior-year course (7).................................. . The campus is on 150 acres, and like
Deerfield, will contain lots of greenspace with parks. The maple-trees (8)........................ .
The academy began a $100 million capital campaign, and more than $50 million in cash
and donations has been raised. Construction (9)................................ . Officials admit that the
coeducational boarding school is likely to make many residents of the region uncomfortable.
Officials expect (10)................................ .
Adapted from http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/01/education/01deerfield.html?_r=0
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A

it will see its reflection in an unlikely place, outside Madaba, Jordan.

B

managers have been talking about such a special menu.

C

it will represent the culture and tradition of the Middle East.

D

will be the primary language of instruction, and the subjects will be taught by the
requirements of the American system.

E

will be hired in the coming months.

F

preparing leaders, both men and women, in the public and private sectors.

G

many parents to be worried about security.

H

in American history will be replaced with Middle Eastern history.

J

and administrators are advising in the start-up, and Deerfield's headmaster will become
the headmaster of King's Academy.

K

the weather conditions must be examined, too.

L

and start-up costs are estimated at $65 million.

M

at Deerfield will give way to palm trees, brick to stucco, and chapel to a mosque.

N

in the region send their children to the United States or Europe for high school.

Write your answers here:
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Task 2
Read the following article on how to write successful curriculum vitae (CV), and choose the
most appropriate word (A-N) from the list for each gap (11-20). Use only ONE word for
each gap. There are TWO extra words which you do NOT need to use. Write your answers
in the boxes after the text. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Seven Tips for Effective CV Writing


Pay attention to detail. Don’t make __(0__ like not reading the cover letter the __(11)__ time,
failing to include information the manager asked for, or beginning the cover letter "Dear Sir
or Madam" when the manager's name is on the company web site. Take the time to make
sure the information sent is correct.



Do the basics. Read it several times for spelling and __(12)__, and make sure you have
followed the instructions of the employer. Sending an e-mail is a convenient method of
communication. However, don’t let the __(13)__ of e-mails become your habit.



Construct an effective CV. Organize your information in a logical fashion and keep
descriptions clear. Include as much work __(14)__ as possible, even if it obviously doesn't
relate to the __ (15)__ you are seeking. Also, use a simple, easy-to-read font.



Address the manager __(16)__, and include the name of the company and the position for
which it is hiring in your cover letter/e-mail response.



Make it easy for the manager. Use your name and the word "CV" in your e-mail header so
it's easy to identify. If the __(17)__ asks for information, such as references or writing
samples, send them.



Focus on what you bring to the employer, not what you __(18)__ from the job. This is an
opportunity for you to market yourself and stand out from the other __(19)__. What can you
do to make the manager's life easier? What can you do to help the company?



Be __(20)__. You won’t be taken seriously if you don't have e-mail or voice mail/answering
machine. If you don't have e-mail, set up a free account through Yahoo or Hotmail. Provide
the recruiter with a cell phone number if your voice mail/answering machine doesn't pick up
when you are online.
Adapted from http://www.slideshare.net/fullscreen/KathleenMcKeeSnyder/seven-tips-foreffectiveresumewriting3/1
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A mistakes

E directly

J want

N interview

B employer

F candidates

K second

C informality

G grammar

L Internet

D professional

H job

M experience

Write your answers here:
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Task 3
Read the interview below with a woman racing car driver. The interview questions have
been removed from the text. Choose from the list (A-N) the most appropriate question for
each paragraph (21-30) in the text. There are TWO extra questions which you do NOT
need to use. Write your answers in the boxes after the text. There is an example (0) at the
beginning.

Maria Teresa De Filippis
Born in Naples in 1926, Maria Teresa de Filippis started racing Fiat 500s at the age of 22. In
1958 she became the first woman to compete in a Formula One world championship. Although
she was very successful she gave up professional racing in 1959 and started a family.
Question 0
Yes. Two of my brothers thought that I couldn't drive fast and I wanted to prove them wrong. I
trained on the coast and won my first race in a Fiat 500.
Question 21
My Dad was sceptical to begin with. I'd always been more interested in horses than cars, but they
never raised too many objections because I won straight away. My mother used to tell me: 'Go
slow and win.'
Question 22
At first they thought I wouldn't be able to compete, but then I got all the way to the Formula One.
The only time I wasn’t allowed to compete was the French Grand Prix. Apart from that I don't
think I encountered any prejudice - only surprise at my success.
Question 23
At the time it was Juan Manuel Fangio; later, Ayrton Senna.
Question 24
Lots. He used to say: 'You go too fast, you take too many risks.' I wasn't frightened of speed, you
see, and that's not always a good thing. He worried I might have an accident.
Question 25
I remember receiving £500 for taking part in the Daily Express Trophy at Silverstone in 1958,
but apart from that I can't say I made very much. My contract with Maserati split all costs and
prize money fifty-fifty.
Question 26
Because too many friends had died. There was a succession of deaths - Luigi Musso, Peter
Collins, Alfonso de Portago, Mike Hawthorn. Then Jean Behra [whose team de Filippis had
joined earlier in 1959] was killed in Berlin. That, for me, was the most tragic because it was in a
race that I should have been taking part in.
Question 27
Yes, though there will always be only very few of them. The physical strength needed is not a
feminine characteristic. Those bullnecks, for instance - not a pretty sight.
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Question 28
I am a bit. Maybe they just don't feel like it. It's a shame because I think there would be a huge
amount of interest if a woman was given a chance to race in Formula One.
Question 29
I don't like today's races much. Success is based more on electronics or the speed of the
mechanics and less on the skill of the driver. In our day the drivers were friends. We travelled
together, stayed in the same hotels. Today the drivers don't go out together at all.
Question 30
I have been the vice-president of the International Club of Former F1 Grand Prix Drivers since
1997 and am the president of the Maserati Club. I have two grandchildren and live near Milan.
Adapted from http://observer.theguardian.com/osm/story/0,,1720870,00.html

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N

Is it true you started racing for a bet?
What do you think of Formula One now?
Did you earn much money?
What did your parents think?
Did you have a hero?
Why did you stop?
What was the attitude of male drivers towards you?
The Maserati you drove in 1958 was the same car Fangio used to win his fifth world
title the previous year. Did he give you any advice?
What is the ideal car for you?
Can women compete with men?
What do you do nowadays?
Are you surprised more women haven't followed your example?
What do you remember about your first race?

Write your answers here:
Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question
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This is the end of this part of the exam.
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